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 1 
Introduction 
 My work on this production began when my advisor, Laurel Shoemaker, asked 
me which show in the fall semester of 2016 I wished to serve as my thesis. My choices 
were Fuddy Meers by David Lindsay-Abaire or an adaption of William Shakespeare’s 
Hamlet. We came to the conclusion that work as lighting designer for Hamlet would 
serve as my thesis. 
        This production of William Shakespeare’s The Tragedy Hamlet, Prince of 
Denmark (Hamlet), which director and assistant professor of practice, Wesley Broulik 
had adapted, featured two worlds. The first world was in 1959 at an all girls Catholic 
school in New England. The second world focused on the revenge motif fundamental to 
the play’s action. Broulik wanted to direct a Shakespeare show to commemorate the 400th 
anniversary of Shakespeare’s death.  
        Broulik transferred many of the characterizations largely to fit a plot of his own 
devising, though it partially resembled Shakespeare’s original. The play opens following 
the death of the school’s beloved former priest, for detention in the school library the 
girls are assigned to read aloud Shakespeare’s Hamlet, which is their former priest’s 
favorite play. While reading, the girls rapidly transform into the play’s characters. Similar 
to the influence and hold that the priest had on the girls in reality, the ghost of Hamlet has 
on the characters. The ghost makes a fearful presence that influences the characters’ 
ability to cope with their reality in the world of Hamlet. After Hamlet’s death at the end 
of the play, the girls snap back to the reality of the Catholic school. They come to the 
realization that they killed H, the girl who played Hamlet, but no one can remember how 
or why. As H lies lifeless on stage O, who played Ophelia, greets H in the afterlife.  
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Chapter 1: Conceptual Meetings 
        The Hamlet production process began in March 2016, starting with concept 
meetings for the creative team, and the aforementioned director, Wesley Broulik. The 
first concept meeting was March 11, 2016, where we used conversations and image 
boards as tools to express additional ideas for the show. Discussions revolved around the 
world of the play and how we perceived it. Broulik also pitched his concepts, such as 
setting Hamlet in 1959 at an all girls Catholic school. 
        The second concept meeting (April 1, 2016) continued our previous conversations 
but included reports from our own expanded research. Through the discussions in the 
meeting, we deduced the storyline we were telling through our designs was a ghost story, 
summarized as “the call to duty will haunt you.” For myself, as the lighting designer, 
“ghost story” meant saturated colors and texture played a large role in my design choices. 
        Through April and May production meetings and one-on-one meetings, 
conceptual ideas became more vivid through renderings, drafts, and research. The final 
production meeting of the school year took place on May 5, 2016, shortly before summer 
vacation. Broulik left everyone with a copy of the first folio of Hamlet that he planned to 
use as a basis for his adaption. Two weeks before school started, Broulik released his first 
draft of the script to the creative team. 
        When summer break ended, scenic designer Kaitlyn Peterson and I contacted 
Broulik and set up a meeting to talk about the visual aesthetic. We met August 25 and 
talked through the show in visual terms. In this meeting, I pitched different options for 
the creation of atmospheric effects, including haze, fog, and low-lying fog. The options I 
presented were met with enthusiasm; both agreed with me that the atmospheric effects 
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would add depth and dimension to the world that we were trying to create. The other 
large idea was the color family of the school world, the Hamlet world, and the ghost 
appearances. My idea for the church was warm colored with ambers and reds, Hamlet’s 
world was comprised of lavenders and purples, and the ghost appearances were to include 
varying shades of blue. Broulik and Peterson were, once again, delighted with my ideas. 
This meeting also marked our decision to employ a trapdoor for Ophelia’s suicide and the 
gravedigger’s entrance in an effort to provide a rewarding visual moment for the 
audience. 
On September 5, Broulik held a seven-hour meeting for the creative team. He 
completed the second draft of the script and distributed it to the creative team on 
September 4, just in time for the meeting. The goal was to have the entire creative team 
read and talk through the script page by page to hash out what was happening in the play. 
The meeting began with a discussion of Broulik’s ideas regarding the preshow funeral; 
the funeral was for the former priest and the girls were to sing hymns, followed by Father 
Claude giving a sermon. Once that was solidified, we began a read through of the script 
with the creative team taking on the individual rolls of the characters, allowing us to 
understand the characters and their intentions. At the end of each scene, each designer 
discussed qualities important to his or her respective jobs. Lighting-wise, the qualities 
included time of day, who was in each scene and their potential blocking, ghost 
appearances, and atmospheric effects. After seven hours of reading and talking through 
Hamlet, we finished the play and concluded a fairly long but productive meeting. 
        The next step in the process consisted of production meetings. Production 
meetings were on a weekly basis, on Mondays, where designers reported their progress 
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with the creative team and director. For lighting that meant I was reporting that I was 
working on my light plot and color choices based on scenic renderings; costume 
renderings were unavailable until later in the process.  
        On September 20, Broulik and I set up a time to talk about lighting and its 
motivations. In this meeting we dug deeper into our motivations for wanting certain 
lighting effects: windows, statues, and ghost appearances. The windows were a large 
conversation point, because they identified the world of the play as Catholic Church of 
neo-Gothic derivation. To me, the windows motivation was important. They occupied 
center stage, and they surrounded the church’s altar. We deduced that, for the most part, 
the windows would reflect time of day through color. Another idea we threw around was 
illuminating the eyes of the saint statues. The statues were located on the upper platforms 
and faced outwards towards the audience. We talked through the scenes where we 
thought the ghost should appear and agreed the statue eyes should illuminate as if the 
ghost was possessing them. This conversation prompted me to decide that the statues’ 
eyes should not only be illuminated, but should also change color. This idea added an 
additional layer to the ghost appearances concept.  
        After three edits, the creative team received the final draft of Broulik’s adapted 
script on October 4. This was the same day that Mitchell Critel, the technical direction 
professor, and I met to talk about the use of haze, fog, and low-lying fog for the show. 
Due to rules in the Carson school, if a designer wishes to use atmospheric effects in a 
show, the faculty must approve them. This requires the designers to have a proof of 
concept and reason to use the effects. I presented Critel with a small packet containing a 
drawing of the low-lying fog plans for location, as well as an estimated, itemized budget 
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(Figure C1 and C2). The low-lying fog required the use of a fog machine, a Rosco Cold 
Flow, and a Dewar tank of liquid CO2; the fog machine was aimed at the cold flow 
(which chilled the fog with liquid CO2 from the Dewar tank) then the chilled fog was 
funnel on stage. After explaining the primary mechanics of the effects, Critel approved 
my design’s use of haze, fog, and low-lying in the show. 
        On October 6, I attended a swatch meeting with Peterson and costume designer 
Hayley Williams to show and discuss paint treatments, fabric colors and patterns, and 
lighting color choices. We all brought samples of our designs to compare with each other, 
ensuring we did not have clashing visuals on stage. We learned the painting samples 
needed to err on the side of grey rather than brown bases, and the kilt fabrics turned 
brown under light containing blue filters. This swatch meeting allowed me to bring in a 
light and to experiment with color on their design samples. From this meeting, I learned 
that any blue filters containing too much green or red were not the right choices for this 
show. 
        The swatch meeting’s results encouraged me to continue conversations with 
Broulik about the ghost appearance and the colors best suited for those events. We 
finalized our list of ghost appearances, which led me to completing Hamlet’s color 
scroller list (Figure C3), which included a series of gels that formed into a scroll for 
insertion into a mechanism that scrolls from color to color when programmed to on the 
light board. The color scrollers allowed me to use fewer lighting fixtures to accomplish 
multiple looks on stage. On October 14, I submitted my color scroller list to Quentin 
Robb, the production master electrician, prior to the light plot being finished, per his 
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request. This early submission allowed Robb more time to compile and build the scrolls 
per the specifications I gave him. 
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Chapter 2: Creating a Concept and Research 
        My concept creating process began by analyzing the first folio of Hamlet and the 
notes from discussions at the conceptual meetings. My design needed to help tell the 
story Broulik wanted for his adaptation. Specifically, the lighting design needed to give 
information to the revamped and attenuated story that otherwise would be left out, such 
as time of day, the emotional environment, and location. My research comprised of a mix 
of paintings and photographs. Over the summer, I spent many hours in the Museum of 
Fine Arts in Boston, MA. There I found inspiration for the environments I wished to 
create on stage. 
        I knew the key to my success was in researching how to treat the scenic elements 
and people overall throughout the play. This research concerned itself primarily with 
churches and their lighting. This included warm amber colored church environments 
(Figure A1), lighting on the exterior of churches in the morning (Figure A3) and evening 
(Figure A4), and light interacting with architecture on the interior of a church (Figure 
A5). These images gave me the base level research I needed to continue into more 
specific research involved in imagining and executing my design concept. 
        Three key environments in Hamlet called to be treated differently: the world of 
the school and the world of the play, as well as the ghost appearances. I realized there had 
to be a large visual distinction between the school and the play. To make this distinction 
as conspicuous as possible, I relied on texture and color to assist me in making them 
distinctly different. 
        The school world, which comprised the reality environment, needed specific 
colors and textures to differentiate it from the play world. To reinforce its reality, the 
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concept for the school world’s environment resembled that of a church that was slightly 
overheated and was at times uncomfortable (Figure A2). 
        The play world, best described as a fantasy driven environment, needed to be 
vastly different from that of the warm, realistic school. To reinforce the fantasy, I based 
the concept for the play world’s environment in a predominantly neutral color palette 
made up of lavenders. 
        The ghost appearances needed to be an extension of the play world. With the 
ghost’s appearances primarily taking place at night, I decided to err to the side of blue 
and incorporate more shadows (Figure A6). As the play progressed and the ghost became 
more aggressive, I felt his colors needed to become stronger and more saturated (Figure 
A7). The ghost’s ability to transform the environment was also reflected in the statues. 
The ghost was to manifest itself in the statues, which to me meant their eyes would 
illuminate and change color to correspond with the ghost’s aggressiveness. These 
realizations and concepts led me to the next step in the process, namely drafting the light 
plot.  
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Chapter 3: Drafting the Light Plot 
        After solidifying my concept, I began drafting the light plot. The light plot packet 
is a series of technical documents used to provide the electricians with the adequate 
information needed to hang the lighting fixtures. The light plot packet includes a ground 
plan of the lighting (Figure C4), a ground plan of the practical lighting fixtures (Figure 
C5), and a section view (Figure C6). I drafted the light plot in Vectorworks 2016, a 
computer-aided drafting software. This program allows the designers to communicate 
their designs via symbols in a drawing of the Howell Theatre space. The deadline for the 
light plot was October 20. 
        Once I received the scenic drawings from Peterson, I began the process of 
breaking down the stage into lighting areas. Lighting designers designate areas around, 
above, and within the set where lights are plotted and focused. Based on my knowledge 
of the Howell Theatre, I knew that having five lighting areas across the apron would be 
sufficient in covering the downstage portion of the stage. Three lighting areas also 
stretched upstage to the stained glass windows, in addition to extending partially under 
the stage right platform and on each upper platform. The total came to 11 lighting areas 
designated to distribute light evenly on the allowable playing space. 
 After I had my lighting areas, I developed what systems of light I wanted to use in 
those lighting areas, such as front light and backlight. For these systems I used angle 
studies, with the guidance of lighting designer and author, Stanley McCandless. In 
McCandless’s book, A Method of Lighting the Stage, he suggests that each lighting area 
should be lit with two lighting instruments: a warm and a cool-colored light located 45 
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degrees horizontally from head height and 90 degrees apart from each other 
(McCandless 55-56).  
I adapted McCandless’s method slightly to function in the Howell Theatre, using 
a warm amber (L206) system and a cool blue (L201) system located in the front of house 
lighting positions. I also plotted a third front light system with a light amber (R02) 
directly from the front, which filled in shadows on the actors’ faces when needed. Similar 
to the third system of front light, I plotted a system on the splay pipes (a lighting position 
on the off stage edges), to fill the edges of the stage, preventing the actors from walking 
into darkness when they went off stage.  
In addition to front light, I plotted a system of backlight comprised of color-
changing moving lights, called Martin Auras. These backlight units helped add 
dimension to the actors with varying colors and saturations throughout the show. The 
second system of moving lights I plotted was for the lighting effects involved in the ghost 
appearances. These moving lights have the ability to change color and texture and are 
called Martin Quantums.  
        The most important and utilized systems in my plot were the box boom systems. 
The box boom is a vertical lighting position that is a located closer to the stage apron and 
has a wider angle compared to a front light position. I had three systems: a warm for the 
school (L205), lavender for the play (R53), and color scrollers for the ghost appearances 
with multiple blues (See figure C3 for colors) to change the environments’ color. 
        In addition to the systems I used to light the actors, I also plotted systems to light 
scenic elements, including systems for the stained glass windows, false proscenium, 
statues, and bookcases. The stained glass window systems backlit the individual window 
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sections to assist in telling the time of day. In my lighting scheme, the time of day 
consisted of five systems: day (R09), dusk (R17), night (R74), tree texture (Figure B1), 
and white (G870). Additional window gobos were plotted and focused by the 
confessional and the spiral stair case to create the illusion that there was more lighting 
coming in from windows above (Figure B4). Textures on scenic elements played a key 
role in my design. The gray faux stonewalls of the false proscenium also needed textural 
detail, so I used this to my advantage and plotted two systems: a warm texture for the 
school (Figure B2) and a cool texture for the play (Figure B3). Additionally, I plotted the 
statue system to highlight their sculptured form from a steep angle with white (G870). 
For the bookcases, which had a dark wood tone and would lose dimensionality without 
lighting instruments to highlight them, I plotted two systems a warm for the school 
(R302) and a cool for the play (R60). 
        The final system I plotted was the incidental systems, also known as specials. 
These specials fulfilled purposes that other lights could not have because they were 
lighting the actors or scenery in a specific way. The majority of the specials had a 
specific purpose and were only used for a particular moment in the show. This system 
held a wide assortment of purposes, such as high side light for the petals dropping (R51), 
gravedigger lane (R351), hidden door backlight (L201), statue eye lights, radio light, 
house light aisles, Hamlet dying (R53), and lights for area where actors sat on the lip of 
the stage (R53).  
 In addition to specials, there were several lights that were mounted on or in the 
scenic elements; these are referred to as practicals. The practicals included lanterns, a 
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radio, and statue eyes. Practicals are plotted on a separate plot known as the practicals 
plot (Figure C5).  
        Once I completed the light plot, I used Lightwright 6 to channel the lights. 
Channels are numbers in which the designer wants to call a light, and once this channel 
number is programmed into the board, it allows the designer to bring up a light. 
Lightwright is spreadsheet and database software similar to Microsoft Excel. Lightwright 
also speaks with Vectorworks (that is, they can reconcile and share data), which allows 
for easier and more consistent paperwork (See figures C10 and C11). 
        On October 20, I completed the light plot and Lightwright paperwork and turned 
the plot over to Robb, who prepared the lighting equipment to be hung and installed; 
however, there was a scenic design update. On October 26, I resubmitted the second 
version of the light plot to Robb with a several changes; specifically, specials that were 
assigned to light bookcases down stage left were reassigned to light the school crest.  
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Chapter 4: Creating the Cues 
        Once I created the plot, it was time for the electricians to hang and focus. At the 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln (UNL), this process takes three days. The hang is on a 
Saturday, the first focus on Sunday, and the second focus takes place on the following 
Sunday. The first hang and focus occurs with minimal scenic elements installed, allowing 
the electricians to have more space to work efficiently. Once we reached the second 
focus, however, many of the scenic elements were installed. 
        The hang started on October 29 at 8:30 AM. Robb used his time and crew 
efficiently, and the majority of the light plot was hung and functioning by 5:30 PM. The 
first focus was the following day, once again beginning at 8:30 AM. The first focus 
proved challenging due to the incomplete set installation. There were numerous 
uninstalled levels and components, but all of the lights Robb and his crew could hang and 
focus were finished up by 3:30 PM, two hours prior to our scheduled end time. The key 
to the success of the first focus was the talk that Robb and I had prior to the crew’s 
arrival. We discussed how we wanted to proceed throughout the day and how we could 
establish our rhythm.  
The second focus was on November 6 and it began at the usual 8:30 AM. Due to 
changes in the scenic elements, many of the lights required refocusing. Robb and I were 
determined to have an equally successful second focus, which we accomplished due to 
our open lines of communication.  
        I began attending full runs of the show in rehearsal as of November 1. I attended 
multiple rehearsals during which the cast ran through the entire show. During these 
rehearsals, I set up my camera and video recorded the run to have an accurate 
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representation of the movement on stage. A recording of the rehearsals allowed me to 
focus more on having conversations with Broulik about visual aesthetics and mood 
considerations, rather than taking notes on specific blocking segments. The videos 
allowed me to watch the rehearsal while cueing, therefore I cued the show in as close to 
real show time as possible. After viewing rehearsals and talking with Broulik, I fabricated 
the light cue list, which I later used as a framework to know where my cues belonged in 
the show (Figure C13). 
        Before creating cues, I began making moving light palettes and a magic sheet. 
Lighting designers record these palettes on the light board. The palettes allowed me to 
program the moving lights and give them the specific attributes I wanted them to have. 
Those attributes included color, texture, location, and size of the beam. I used the EOS 
lighting console, which is a computerized light board that stores programmed information 
made by Electronic Theatre Controls. The palettes were used throughout the cueing 
process to create specific looks with the moving lights. The magic sheet is like a cheat 
sheet for lighting designers, containing all of the channel numbers used as well as their 
purposes (Figure C12).   
        I began cueing the show on November 3. Using my cue sheet, magic sheet, and 
pre-recorded palettes, I created cues for the majority of the show, despite missing scenic 
elements such as the windows. The cueing process took multiple days and sessions due to 
the late installation of the scenic elements. 
        One tool that played a large role in the success of my cueing was the wireless 
network created for the light board. This wireless network was a new development to 
UNL and although the process was tedious and involved multiple minds to create the 
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network, its creation can be used on any and all shows using the EOS light board. This 
wireless network allowed me to control the light board from my tablet via an application 
called, TouchOSC. TouchOSC granted me the freedom to move about the house with 
control of the light board in hand, a freedom not normally available to lighting designers. 
        Techlets were November 8 and 9. Techlets are rehearsals where lighting designers 
can work on their light cues while the cast is doing a run-through. These techlets are 
helpful for designers to work through some of their cue notes with the actors on stage. 
The goal for the lighting designer during techlets is to have all of the cues in the light 
board readily available, so that the time spent cueing becomes an investment that 
progresses the design further. Generally the director does not respond to what the lighting 
designer does during techlets because it is made known that the designer is working 
through the process of refining cues. 
        The next step in the technical process was to hold paper tech. Paper tech is a 
meeting where the designers, the stage manager, and director meet and talk about cue 
placement prior to the technical rehearsals. Paper tech was held on November 10 and 
lasted about two hours. Several days prior to paper tech I sent the cue sheet to stage 
manager Kayleigh Kullmann, as requested. This transaction allowed Kullmann the time 
needed to write the cues into her prompt book.  
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Chapter 5: The Technical Rehearsals 
        After all of the preparation work finished up, the next step was to begin technical 
rehearsals. The first technical rehearsal was November 11 from 6:00 PM until 11:00 PM. 
Although the technical rehearsal began at 6:00 PM, the cue-to-cue rehearsal did not start 
until 7:30 PM. A cue-to-cue rehearsal is for the designers to step through each cue and 
have discussions with the director and stage manager about placement and aesthetic.  
The first technical rehearsal was rather difficult with regard to lighting. Despite 
all of the preparation work Robb and I had completed, we had little to no control over the 
absence of certain scenic elements, specifically the windows. The first technical rehearsal 
is a large benchmark in a theatre production’s timeline; typically, each of the disciplines 
have installed their equipment and components so that the creative team can see the 
production as a whole for the first time together. The windows played a crucial role in my 
design, but due to their absence the director did not know how to respond to my lighting. 
However, he could rehearse some scenes in the spatial vacuum created by the missing 
walls and windows. Ophelia’s suicide was staged using the trap for the first time, but 
because there was an actor jumping six feet down onto a mat, there were safety concerns. 
After a short talk with fight director and professor, Paul Steger, we decided to cut the 
lighting instruments I had located in the trap and replaced them with blue rope light. This 
compromise allowed the blue color I wanted on Ophelia as she jumped and illuminated 
the perimeter of the trap. 
        At the end of the night all of the technical and creative disciplines come together 
to discuss their notes. My most pressing note was that I needed the windows to be 
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installed, or at the very least some kind of temporary stand in that could reflect light. 
The production team agreed and endorsed its priority. 
        November 12 was notes day, when all of the disciplines claim time on stage to 
work through their notes accumulated during the technical rehearsal the night before. 
Lighting had notes to accomplish, and we did so from 8:30 AM to 1:30 PM with a crew 
of students. The notes included relocating the Martin Jem Hi-Mass Fogger, focusing 
lights, and adding “top hats”. Top hats are barrels that a designer can add to the end of a 
lighting instrument, eliminating the ability to see the source of the light. After we 
completed our notes, the carpenters arrived to complete their own notes. One window and 
two temporary windows were installed, as well as other scenic elements. 
        The second technical rehearsal was November 13. Prior to the rehearsal starting at 
1:00 PM I re-cued the show with the newly installed windows. This installation allowed 
me more accurately to show Broulik the intended look for my design. The second 
technical rehearsal was a run-through with technical aspects integrated as a whole, 
including stage manager Kullmann calling the show using her promptbook. During the 
run, Broulik and I talked through the light cues, allowing us to make up for lost time and 
get lighting back up to the level he and I wanted. The second technical rehearsal proved 
to be a much bigger success than the first technical rehearsal for all involved. 
        The next morning there was a meeting to talk over outstanding notes. It was made 
clear that the apse ceiling structure over the stained glass windows was not going to be 
built due to lack of time and missing drawings, which had been the technical director’s 
responsibility. This impediment caused a series of changes for lighting, including the 
unfortunate fact that the missing ceiling structure was allowing audience to see the lights 
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hanging upstage. Because of the missing ceiling structure, the electric batten had to 
move up stage by about ten feet. Robb and Kathleen Turner, the house master electrician, 
made quick work in resolving our dilemma and completed it that morning while I was 
doing cue notes. 
        First dress rehearsal was on November 14, and was our first run with all of the 
elements fully integrated, including costumes. Despite the costumes being mostly 
comprised of plaid, my color choices accented the costumes well; the meeting where 
Peterson, Williams, and I met was proven to be productive on all of our parts: there was 
no clashing of colors. One problem that caught my eye during the rehearsal was that 
Kullmann had difficulty calling the light cues accurately. After a conversation with her 
we decided it would be best if we met and went through her script to sort out the cue 
numbers and properly insert them in the prompt book. Throughout the rehearsal, I was at 
the light board adjusting cues and taking notes. The notes I took included rerunning the 
fogger ventilation and looking into the problems with the moving lights. The electrics 
crew readjusted the ventilation run for the fogger because the air currents were combating 
the fog’s ability to function as an atmospheric effect; the air currents were causing the fog 
to dissipate faster than anticipated. The moving lights were also not functioning correctly. 
They sporadically and arbitrarily stopped responding to commands from the light board 
and required restarting before they responded to commands. 
        One problem that was compounding in difficulty and repeating itself with each 
use was the fog and haze. The fog and haze continued actively to combat the air handling 
system in the Howell Theatre. Because we cannot independently control the air currents, 
it was up to me to find the solution to the problem of the air handlers dispersing the fog. 
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My solution was to reroute the fog to assist its ability to fulfill the effect the show 
needed, which was to fill the stage as the ghost appeared.  
        With each run of the show, the light cues became more and more solid, although 
there were still notes. They were minor and primarily about finessing the cues. On 
November 15, I spent second dress rehearsal taking notes and contemplating solutions for 
the fog and haze effects. There was a small invited audience present that was told it was a 
dress rehearsal, not a performance, which meant the audience would see the designers 
actively adjusting various components during the run. The notes remaining at the end of 
the night were those related to lighting cues, fog, and haze. 
        On November 16, the final dress rehearsal took place, and according to the usual 
practice in the Johnny Carson School, it served concurrently as a preview performance. 
The preview audience was comprised of students from various theatre classes. Due to the 
large audience, I arranged to have a seat reserved in the balcony so I could take notes 
during the performance.  
The evening got off to a rocky start, because Broulik called an impromptu 
meeting for the creative team before house opened. He brought to our attention that the 
ghost costume was not living up to his expectations so he was cutting the ghost from the 
production as a whole. Ultimately, I supported his decision to cut the ghost. We alerted 
the actors to the cutting of the ghost and shortly after that meeting the show went on. 
Unfortunately, about ten minutes into the performance I was pulled out of the audience to 
assist the light board operator because she was feeling faint. After speaking with her, I 
concluded that it was in her best interest to relieve her of her duties for the night. Robb 
and I quickly solved the problem while still running the show. We had a new board 
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operator up and training on the console within five minutes. Shortly after the new 
operator was comfortable with the task, the house manager called us away to the lobby to 
handle the fog situation. He alerted us that fog and haze were being pumped through the 
building’s air handling system. Robb and I opened all the windows and doors and had the 
lobby cleared of fog within minutes. To prevent that problem from occurring again, I re-
cued the fog at a lower rate while the show was in progress. We deduced that due to the 
full house the air handling system was pumping harder and longer than it had done during 
dress rehearsals, so we found ourselves in an unanticipated situation that created chaos.  
        In hindsight, the preview performance was one that I did not want audiences to 
view, because there were many malfunctions and problems that were being addressed 
throughout the night. The circumstances, however, reminded me of an apocryphal saying 
in theatre that “a bad dress rehearsal will lead to a good opening night,” probably because 
all the mistakes become apparent and are addressed. One of the biggest mistakes was 
waiting until the final dress rehearsal to cut the ghost from the show. The now absentee 
ghost, however, needed to be re-cued. My original concept regarding the ghost 
appearances was now defunct. All I could do was adjust my approach and use more 
backlight and less box boom light.  
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Chapter 6: Opening Night 
        Hamlet opened on November 17 and was generally well received by audiences. In 
a review from the Lincoln Journal Star, Kandra Hahn had mixed reviews about the 
production. Hahn began by stating, “It is always risky to mess with Shakespeare and any 
deliberate variation is sure to both hit and miss, but that is part of the thrill that is live 
stage.” Later, Hahn moved onto the technical elements, saying “The set, though 
restricted, for the number of people on it and the physicality of the show, is versatile and 
interesting throughout. It is a good home for the special effects that help keep the 
audience engaged. At three hours in length, including one intermission, that is a good 
thing.” Despite the problems that we fought with the fog, haze, and moving lights the 
payoff in the production was a series of stunning atmospheric qualities. The mixed 
review acknowledged the intricacies in the scenic and lighting design, but it failed to 
acknowledge the success of the entire production. Overall, the audiences enjoyed the 
production of Hamlet, especially its stunning visual qualities. 
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Conclusion 
        After my first read through of Hamlet, I knew this production was going to be a 
challenge. There were no elements of this production that anyone could consider small or 
inconsequential. The lighting design had the responsibility of highlighting the important 
aspects of the revenge motif and scenes of conflict while also illuminating the story line 
within the play. The highlighting of interrelations among various characters and the 
emotions that rose and fell as the show progressed was the glue that held the lighting 
design together and made it a success, specifically with the relationship between Hamlet 
and Ophelia. 
        The summary of my experience working on Hamlet proved stressful but 
rewarding. The devotion of the creative team made the lighting design and the show a 
success, but that does not deny the fact that I found myself forced to realize several 
important contingencies while working on this show. As a designer, I should inquire 
earlier about the air handling system in a theatre if I desire to use effects such as fog or 
haze. The lighting design will always be the discipline that must change or adapt in the 
event of problems arising with other disciplines. In the end, as long as I did everything I 
could to make every cue beautiful, I was satisfied. 
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Figure A1. Warm amber colored church environment.	
Figure A2. An overheated and uncomfortable church environment.	
Appendix A: Research 
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Figure A3. Lighting on the exterior of a church in the morning. 
Figure A4. Lighting on the exterior of a church in the evening. 	
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Figure A6. Blue light and incorporated shadows.	
Figure A5. Light interacting with architecture on the interior of a church. 
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Figure A7. The progression of strong more saturated blues.  
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Appendix B: Resources 
Figure B1. Rosco 77100 “Tree 2” gobo used as texture for the stained glass windows. 
Figure B2. Gam 546 “Brambles” gobo used as texture for school texture on false 
proscenium. 
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Figure B3. Gam 706 “Tangles” gobo used as texture for Hamlet texture on false 
proscenium. 
Figure B4. Rosco 77124 “Lattice” gobo used as texture for simulating light coming 
through a window. 
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Appendix C: Production Paperwork 
Hamlet
Special Effects Budget
Item Quantity Supplier Notes
GP50 LIQ CO2 SPEC GAS 350PSI 1 Matheson Tri Gas Dewar Tank
Bulk Carbonized CO2 Industrial 350 Matheson Tri Gas CO2 per LB
LeMaitre PURE (Neutron) Haze Fluid 4L 1 BMI Supply Nuetron Haze Fluid
4" x 8' Dryer Vent Duct 1 Home Depot 4" Diameter Dryer Hose
7" Stainless Steel Clamp 1 Home Depot 7" Diameter Hose Clamp
5" Stainless Steel Clamp 1 Home Depot 5" Diameter Hose Clamp
6" to 4" Round Reducer 1 Home Depot Dryer Duct Reducer
Figure C1. Itemized Budget for haze, fog, and low-lying fog. 
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Figure C2. Low-lying fog plans. 
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Hamlet 
Ghost Scroll
Frame # Catalog # Name
Head G1505 Clear
Frame 2 L161 Slate Blue
Frame 3 L200 Double C.T. Blue
Frame 4 R78 Trudy Blue
Frame 5 R74 Night Blue
Frame 6 R80 Primary Blue
Tail G850 Primary Blue
Figure C3. Ghost appearances color scroller list. 
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  Figure C4. First revision of the Hamlet light plot. Plot used for hang. 
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Figure C5. First revision of the Hamlet practicals plot. Plot used for hang. 
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Figure C6. First revision of the Hamlet light plot sectional. Sectional used for hang.  
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  Figure C7. Hamlet final light plot. 
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  Figure C8. Hamlet final practical plots. 
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Figure C9. Hamlet final sectional. 
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Figure C10. Hamlet final channel hookup. 
Channel Hookup Page 1 of 10
HAMLET FINAL.lw6
3/16/17
Hamlet
Lighting Designer: Maxx Finn Master Electrician: Quentin Robb
Channel Dim Position U# Inst Type Purpose Color Gobo
(1) 163 BALCONY LADDERSTAGE LEFT
7 S4-26° A FRONT L201+
R132
(2) 164 BALCONY LADDERSTAGE LEFT
6 S4-26° B FRONT L201+
R132
(3) 165 BALCONY LADDERSTAGE LEFT
5 S4-19° C FRONT L201+
R132
(4) 167 BALCONY LADDERSTAGE LEFT
4 S4-19° D FRONT L201+
R132
(5) 166 BALCONY LADDERSTAGE LEFT
3 S4-19° E FRONT L201+
R132
(6) 195 COVE 3 S4-26° F FRONT L201+R132
(7) 168 BALCONY LADDERSTAGE LEFT
2 S4-19° SR P FRONT L201+
R132
(8) 193 COVE 5 S4-19° H FRONT L201+R132
(9) 146 SET 12 S4 PARNel I FRONT L201
(11) 118 BALCONY LADDERSTAGE RIGHT
4 S4-19° A FRONT L206+
R132
(12) 119 BALCONY LADDERSTAGE RIGHT
3 S4-19° B FRONT L206+
R132
(13) 117 BALCONY LADDERSTAGE RIGHT
5 S4-19° C FRONT L206+
R132
(14) 115 BALCONY LADDERSTAGE RIGHT
7 S4-26° D FRONT L206+
R132
(15) 116 BALCONY LADDERSTAGE RIGHT
6 S4-26° E FRONT L206+
R132
(16) 184 COVE 12 S4-26° F FRONT L206+R132
(17) 121 BALCONY LADDERSTAGE RIGHT
2 S4-19° SL P FRONT L206+
R132
(18) 187 COVE 10 S4-19° H FRONT L206+R132
University of Nebraska-Lincoln / Lightwright 6 (1) thru (18)
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Channel Hookup Page 2 of 10
HAMLET FINAL.lw6
3/16/17
Hamlet
Channel Dim Position U# Inst Type Purpose Color Gobo
(19) 139 SET 13 S4 PARNel I FRONT L206
(21) 188 COVE 9 S4-26° SL P FRONT L206+R132
(22) 179 COVE 14 S4-26° SPIRAL STAIRFRONT
L206+
R132
(23) 180 COVE 13 S4-26° SR P FRONT L206+132
(25) 197 COVE 1 S4-26° SL P FRONT L201+R132
(26) 191 COVE 7 S4-26° SPIRAL STAIRFRONT
L201+
R132
(27) 192 COVE 6 S4-26° SR P FRONT L201+R132
(30) 150 SPLAY 2 STAGELEFT
1 S4 PAR WFL A FILL R02
(31) 134 SPLAY 2 STAGERIGHT
1 S4 PAR WFL E FILL R02
(33) 142 SPLAY 1 STAGELEFT
1 S4 PAR WFL SL P FILL R02
(34) 132 SPLAY 2 STAGERIGHT
4 S4 PAR WFL SPIRAL STAIR
FILL
R02
" " 5 " SR P FILL "
(35) 136 SPLAY 1 STAGERIGHT
4 S4 PAR WFL USR P FILL R02
(36) 198 BOX BOOM STAGELEFT
3 S4 PAR WFL A FRONT FILL R02
(37) 222 BOX BOOM STAGERIGHT
2 S4 PAR WFL E FRONT FILL R02
(38) 54 PROSCENIUMBOOM STAGE LEFT
1 S4-50° HALLWAY FILL R02+
R132
(39) 236 PROSCENIUM BOOMSTAGE RIGHT 1 S4-50° HALLWAY FILL R02+R132
(40) 201 BOX BOOM STAGELEFT
7 S4-36° CHURCH BOX L205+
R119
University of Nebraska-Lincoln / Lightwright 6 (19) thru (40)
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Channel Hookup Page 3 of 10
HAMLET FINAL.lw6
3/16/17
Hamlet
Channel Dim Position U# Inst Type Purpose Color Gobo
(41) 200 BOX BOOM STAGELEFT
6 S4-36° CHURCH BOX L205+
R119
(42) 53 PROSCENIUMBOOM STAGE LEFT
2 S4-50° MID CHURCH
BOX
L205+
R132
(43) 65 BOOM STAGE LEFT 2 S4-50° US CHURCHBOX
L205
(45) 214 BOX BOOM STAGERIGHT
7 S4-36° CHURCH BOX L205+
R119
(46) 213 BOX BOOM STAGERIGHT
6 S4-36° CHURCH BOX L205+
R119
(47) 235 PROSCENIUM BOOMSTAGE RIGHT 2 S4-50° MID CHURCHBOX
L205+
R132
(48) 244 BOOM STAGERIGHT
2 S4-50° US CHURCH
BOX
L205
(50) 206 BOX BOOM STAGELEFT
9 S4-36° HAMLET BOX R53+
R119
(51) 207 BOX BOOM STAGELEFT
8 S4-36° HAMLET BOX R53+
R119
(52) 52 PROSCENIUMBOOM STAGE LEFT
3 S4-50° MID HAMLET
BOX
R53+
R132
(53) 64 BOOM STAGE LEFT 3 S4-50° US HAMLET BOX R53
(55) 216 BOX BOOM STAGERIGHT
9 S4-36° HAMLET BOX R53+
R119
(56) 215 BOX BOOM STAGERIGHT
8 S4-36° HAMLET BOX R53+
R119
(57) 234 PROSCENIUM BOOMSTAGE RIGHT 3 S4-50° MID HAMLETBOX
R53+
R132
(58) 245 BOOM STAGERIGHT
3 S4-50° US HAMLET BOX R53
(60) 202 BOX BOOM STAGELEFT
11 S4-36° GHOST SCROLL
BOX
R119
(61) 203 BOX BOOM STAGELEFT
10 S4-36° GHOST SCROLL
BOX
R119
University of Nebraska-Lincoln / Lightwright 6 (41) thru (61)
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Channel Hookup Page 4 of 10
HAMLET FINAL.lw6
3/16/17
Hamlet
Channel Dim Position U# Inst Type Purpose Color Gobo
(62) 51 PROSCENIUMBOOM STAGE LEFT
4 S4-50° MID GHOST
SCROLL BOX
R132
(63) 61 BOOM STAGE LEFT 4 S4-50° US GHOSTSCROLL BOX
R132
(65) 218 BOX BOOM STAGERIGHT
11 S4-36° GHOST SCROLL
BOX
R119
(66) 217 BOX BOOM STAGERIGHT
10 S4-36° GHOST SCROLL
BOX
R119
(67) 233 PROSCENIUM BOOMSTAGE RIGHT 4 S4-50° MID GHOSTSCROLL BOX
R132
(68) 246 BOOM STAGERIGHT
4 S4-50° US GHOST
SCROLL BOX
R132
(70) 228 APRON PIPE 3 MAC Aura BACKLIGHT
(71) 228 APRON PIPE 4 MAC Aura BACKLIGHT
(72) 227 APRON PIPE 5 MAC Aura BACKLIGHT
(73) 227 APRON PIPE 6 MAC Aura BACKLIGHT
(74) 8 2nd ELECTRIC 1 MAC Aura BACKLIGHT
(75) 13 2nd ELECTRIC 5 MAC Aura BACKLIGHT
(76) 18 2nd ELECTRIC 6 MAC Aura BACKLIGHT
(77) 23 2nd ELECTRIC 10 MAC Aura BACKLIGHT
(80) 32 3rd ELECTRIC 2 S4-50° SL WINDOWDAY
R09
(81) 256 4th ELECTRIC 4 S4-50° C WINDOW DAY R09
(82) 47 3rd ELECTRIC 7 S4-50° SR WINDOWDAY
R09
(83) 10 2nd ELECTRIC 2 S4-26° DAY WINDOW GOBOSPIRAL STAIRCASE R09 77124
(84) 21 2nd ELECTRIC 9 S4-26° DAY WINDOW GOBOCONFESSIONAL R09 77124
(85) 33 3rd ELECTRIC 3 S4-50° SL WINDOWNIGHT
R74
University of Nebraska-Lincoln / Lightwright 6 (62) thru (85)
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Channel Hookup Page 5 of 10
HAMLET FINAL.lw6
3/16/17
Hamlet
Channel Dim Position U# Inst Type Purpose Color Gobo
(86) 258 4th ELECTRIC 2 S4-50° C WINDOWNIGHT
R74
(87) 46 3rd ELECTRIC 6 S4-50° SR WINDOWNIGHT
R74
(88) 11 2nd ELECTRIC 3 S4-26° NIGHT WINDOWGOBO SPIRAL
STAIRCASE
R74 77124
(89) 20 2nd ELECTRIC 8 S4-26° NIGHT WINDOW GOBOCONFESSIONAL R74 77124
(90) 34 3rd ELECTRIC 4 S4-50° SL WINDOWDUSK
R17
(91) 259 4th ELECTRIC 1 S4-50° C WINDOWDUSK
R17
(92) 45 3rd ELECTRIC 5 S4-50° SR WINDOWDUSK
R17
(93) 12 2nd ELECTRIC 4 S4-26° DUSK WINDOW GOBOSPIRAL STAIRCASE R17 77124
(94) 19 2nd ELECTRIC 7 S4-26° DUSK WINDOW GOBOCONFESSIONAL R17 77124
(95) 31 3rd ELECTRIC 1 S4-50° SL WINDOWTEXTURE
NC 77100
(96) 255 4th ELECTRIC 5 S4-50° C WINDOWTEXTURE
NC 77100
(97) 48 3rd ELECTRIC 8 S4-50° SR WINDOWTEXTURE
NC 77100
(99) 257 4th ELECTRIC 3 S4-50° STAINED GLASSMOMENT
G870
(100) 230 APRON PIPE 1 S4 PAR WFL STATUE 1HIGHLIGHT
G870
(101) 229 APRON PIPE 2 S4 PAR WFL STATUE 2HIGHLIGHT
G870
(102) 226 APRON PIPE 7 S4 PAR WFL STATUE 3HIGHLIGHT
G870
(103) 225 APRON PIPE 8 S4 PAR WFL STATUE 4HIGHLIGHT
G870
University of Nebraska-Lincoln / Lightwright 6 (86) thru (103)
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Channel Hookup Page 6 of 10
HAMLET FINAL.lw6
3/16/17
Hamlet
Channel Dim Position U# Inst Type Purpose Color Gobo
(105) 56 SET 8 LED RGB STATUE EYES SL
" " 9 " "
(106) 237 SET 10 LED RGB STATUE EYES SR
" " 11 " "
(110) 153 SPLAY 2 STAGELEFT
2 S4 PAR WFL BOOKCASE
HIGHLIGHT WARM
R302
(111) 149 SPLAY 2 STAGELEFT
4 S4 PAR WFL BOOKCASE
HIGHLIGHT WARM
R302
(112) 144 SPLAY 1 STAGELEFT
2 S4 PAR WFL BOOKCASE
HIGHLIGHT WARM
R302
(113) 133 SPLAY 2 STAGERIGHT
2 S4 PAR WFL BOOKCASE
HIGHLIGHT WARM
R302
(114) 131 SPLAY 2 STAGERIGHT
6 S4 PAR WFL BOOKCASE
HIGHLIGHT WARM
R302
(116) 137 SPLAY 1 STAGERIGHT
5 S4 PAR WFL BOOKCASE
HIGHLIGHT WARM
R302
(120) 152 SPLAY 2 STAGELEFT
3 S4 PAR WFL BOOKCASE
HIGHLIGHT COOL
R60
(121) 151 SPLAY 2 STAGELEFT
5 S4 PAR WFL BOOKCASE
HIGHLIGHT COOL
R60
(122) 143 SPLAY 1 STAGELEFT
3 S4 PAR WFL BOOKCASE
HIGHLIGHT COOL
R60
(123) 135 SPLAY 2 STAGERIGHT
3 S4 PAR WFL BOOKCASE
HIGHLIGHT COOL
R60
(124) 130 SPLAY 2 STAGERIGHT
7 S4 PAR WFL BOOKCASE
HIGHLIGHT COOL
R60
(126) 138 SPLAY 1 STAGERIGHT
6 S4 PAR WFL BOOKCASE
HIGHLIGHT COOL
R60
(129) 147 SET 7 Practical RADIO R116
(130) 281 BALCONY RAIL 2 S4 PAR WFL HOUSE RIGHTFILL
NC
" " 3 " " "
University of Nebraska-Lincoln / Lightwright 6 (105) thru (130)
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Channel Hookup Page 7 of 10
HAMLET FINAL.lw6
3/16/17
Hamlet
Channel Dim Position U# Inst Type Purpose Color Gobo
(131) 279 BALCONY RAIL 5 S4-26° DOWN HOUSELEFT
R132
(132) 278 BALCONY RAIL 6 S4-26° SL STAIR R132
(133) 199 BOX BOOM STAGELEFT
2 S4 PAR WFL HOUSE FILL NC
(135) 273 BALCONY RAIL 11 S4 PAR WFL HOUSE LEFTFILL
NC
" " 12 " " "
(136) 276 BALCONY RAIL 8 S4-26° DOWN HOUSERIGHT
R132
(137) 277 BALCONY RAIL 7 S4-26° SR STAIR R132
(138) 221 BOX BOOM STAGERIGHT
3 S4 PAR WFL HOUSE FILL NC
(140) 282 BALCONY RAIL 1 S4-19° HIDING MSL R60
(141) 280 BALCONY RAIL 4 S4-19° HIDING DSL R60
(142) 275 BALCONY RAIL 9 S4-19° HIDING USR R60
(143) 272 BALCONY RAIL 13 S4-19° HIDING MSR R60
(144) 274 BALCONY RAIL 10 S4-19° CRESTHIGHLIGHT
R02
(145) 24 2nd ELECTRIC 11 S4-26° BOOKCASE DOORBACKLIGHT L201
(146) 190 COVE 8 S4-19° HAMLET DYINGISO
R53
(147) 58 SET 5 LED WwCw CONFESSIONALFRONT
(148) 145 SET 6 3" Fresnel CONFESSIONALBACK
L201
(150) 2 1st ELECTRIC 1 S4-50° PETALSHIGHLIGHT
R51
(151) 1 1st ELECTRIC 4 S4-50° PETALSHIGHLIGHT
R51
University of Nebraska-Lincoln / Lightwright 6 (131) thru (151)
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Channel Hookup Page 8 of 10
HAMLET FINAL.lw6
3/16/17
Hamlet
Channel Dim Position U# Inst Type Purpose Color Gobo
(154) 103 TRAP 14 Ropelight OPHELIA'SWATER
BLUE
(157) 66 BOOM STAGE LEFT 1 S4-50° GRAVE DIGGERLANE
R351+
R119
(158) 243 BOOM STAGERIGHT
1 S4-50° GRAVE DIGGER
LANE
R351+
R119
(160) 196 COVE 2 S4-19° CONFESSIONALDOOR
R02+
R132
(161) 194 COVE 4 S4-26° LADDER FRONT R02
(162) 185 COVE 11 S4-26° SPIRAL STAIRCASEFRONT R02+R132
(164) 204 BOX BOOM STAGELEFT
5 S4-19° NUN BOX L206+
R132
(165) 205 BOX BOOM STAGELEFT
4 S4-19° NUN BOX L206+
R132
(166) 220 BOX BOOM STAGERIGHT
4 S4-26° NUN BOX L206+
R132
(167) 219 BOX BOOM STAGERIGHT
5 S4-19° NUN BOX L206+
R132
(170) 171 BALCONY LADDERSTAGE LEFT
1 MAC Quantum
Profile
GHOST EFFECTS
(171) 120 BALCONY LADDERSTAGE RIGHT
1 MAC Quantum
Profile
GHOST EFFECTS
(172) 209 BOX BOOM STAGELEFT
1 MAC Quantum
Profile
GHOST EFFECTS
(173) 223 BOX BOOM STAGERIGHT
1 MAC Quantum
Profile
GHOST EFFECTS
(174) 62 FLOOR 1 MAC QuantumProfile
TRAP EFFECTS
(175) 248 FLOOR 2 MAC QuantumProfile
TRAP EFFECTS
(177) 105 FLOOR 15 Practical HAZE
(178) 7 FLOOR 7 Martin Jem FOG
University of Nebraska-Lincoln / Lightwright 6 (154) thru (178)
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Channel Hookup Page 9 of 10
HAMLET FINAL.lw6
3/16/17
Hamlet
Channel Dim Position U# Inst Type Purpose Color Gobo
(180) 186 HOUSE Practical LANTERN 2ndLAMP
189 " 1 " LANTERN 1st
LAMP
(181) 178 HOUSE Practical LANTERN 2ndLAMP
177 " 2 " LANTERN 1st
LAMP
(184) 141 APRON Practical LANTERN 2ndLAMP
55 " 3 " LANTERN 1st
LAMP
(185) 57 APRON Practical LANTERN 2ndLAMP
140 " 4 " LANTERN 1st
LAMP
(186) 174 HIGH BALCONYPIPE
1 8 x 13 Axial
ERS
WARM FRONT
FILL
R02
" " 2 " " "
(187) 175 HIGH BALCONYPIPE
3 8 x 13 Axial
ERS
WARM FRONT
FILL
R02
" " 4 " " "
(188) 173 HIGH BALCONYPIPE
5 8 x 13 Axial
ERS
WARM FRONT
FILL
R02
" " 6 " " "
(189) 172 HIGH BALCONYPIPE
7 8 x 13 Axial
ERS
WARM FRONT
FILL
R02
" " 8 " " "
(190) 114 BALCONY LADDERSTAGE RIGHT
8 S4-26° SCHOOL WALL
TEXTURE
R16 G546
(191) 160 BALCONY LADDERSTAGE LEFT
9 S4-19° SCHOOL WALL
TEXTURE
R16 G546
(192) 161 BALCONY LADDERSTAGE LEFT
10 S4-19° SCHOOL WALL
TEXTURE
R16 G546
University of Nebraska-Lincoln / Lightwright 6 (180) thru (192)
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Channel Hookup Page 10 of 10
HAMLET FINAL.lw6
3/16/17
Hamlet
Channel Dim Position U# Inst Type Purpose Color Gobo
(195) 162 BALCONY LADDERSTAGE LEFT
8 S4-26° HAMLET WALL
TEXTURE
R64 G706
(196) 112 BALCONY LADDERSTAGE RIGHT
9 S4-19° HAMLET WALL
TEXTURE
R64 G706
(197) 113 BALCONY LADDERSTAGE RIGHT
10 S4-19° HAMLET WALL
TEXTURE
R64 G706
(201) 232 1st ELECTRIC 2 SS-Cyc 100 SL WALLHIGHLIGHT
(202) 232 1st ELECTRIC 3 SS-Cyc 100 SR WALLHIGHLIGHT
(210) 282 HOUSE DOWN HOUSE
(211) 287 HOUSE LOWER LEVELHOUSE
(212) 284 HOUSE BALCONY LEVELHOUSE
286 " "
University of Nebraska-Lincoln / Lightwright 6 (195) thru (212)
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Instrument Schedule Page 1 of 11
HAMLET FINAL.lw6
3/16/17
Hamlet
Lighting Designer: Maxx Finn Master Electrician: Quentin Robb
HIGH BALCONY PIPE
U# Purpose Instrument Type Color Gobo Chan Dim
1 WARM FRONT FILL 8 x 13 Axial ERS R02 (186) 174
2 WARM FRONT FILL 8 x 13 Axial ERS R02 (186) 174
3 WARM FRONT FILL 8 x 13 Axial ERS R02 (187) 175
4 WARM FRONT FILL 8 x 13 Axial ERS R02 (187) 175
5 WARM FRONT FILL 8 x 13 Axial ERS R02 (188) 173
6 WARM FRONT FILL 8 x 13 Axial ERS R02 (188) 173
7 WARM FRONT FILL 8 x 13 Axial ERS R02 (189) 172
8 WARM FRONT FILL 8 x 13 Axial ERS R02 (189) 172
BALCONY LADDER STAGE LEFT
U# Purpose Instrument Type Color Gobo Chan Dim
1 GHOST EFFECTS MAC Quantum Profile (170) 171
2 SR P FRONT S4-19° L201+R132 (7) 168
3 E FRONT S4-19° L201+R132 (5) 166
4 D FRONT S4-19° L201+R132 (4) 167
5 C FRONT S4-19° L201+R132 (3) 165
6 B FRONT S4-26° L201+R132 (2) 164
7 A FRONT S4-26° L201+R132 (1) 163
8 HAMLET WALL TEXTURE S4-26° R64 G706 (195) 162
9 SCHOOL WALL TEXTURE S4-19° R16 G546 (191) 160
10 SCHOOL WALL TEXTURE S4-19° R16 G546 (192) 161
University of Nebraska-Lincoln / Lightwright 6 HIGH BALCONY PIPE thru BALCONY LADDER STAGE
Figure C11. Hamlet final instrument schedule. 
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Instrument Schedule Page 2 of 11
HAMLET FINAL.lw6
3/16/17
Hamlet
BALCONY LADDER STAGE RIGHT
U# Purpose Instrument Type Color Gobo Chan Dim
1 GHOST EFFECTS MAC Quantum Profile (171) 120
2 SL P FRONT S4-19° L206+R132 (17) 121
3 B FRONT S4-19° L206+R132 (12) 119
4 A FRONT S4-19° L206+R132 (11) 118
5 C FRONT S4-19° L206+R132 (13) 117
6 E FRONT S4-26° L206+R132 (15) 116
7 D FRONT S4-26° L206+R132 (14) 115
8 SCHOOL WALL TEXTURE S4-26° R16 G546 (190) 114
9 HAMLET WALL TEXTURE S4-19° R64 G706 (196) 112
10 HAMLET WALL TEXTURE S4-19° R64 G706 (197) 113
BALCONY RAIL
U# Purpose Instrument Type Color Gobo Chan Dim
1 HIDING MSL S4-19° R60 (140) 282
2 HOUSE RIGHT FILL S4 PAR WFL NC (130) 281
3 HOUSE RIGHT FILL S4 PAR WFL NC (130) 281
4 HIDING DSL S4-19° R60 (141) 280
5 DOWN HOUSE LEFT S4-26° R132 (131) 279
6 SL STAIR S4-26° R132 (132) 278
7 SR STAIR S4-26° R132 (137) 277
8 DOWN HOUSE RIGHT S4-26° R132 (136) 276
9 HIDING USR S4-19° R60 (142) 275
10 CREST HIGHLIGHT S4-19° R02 (144) 274
11 HOUSE LEFT FILL S4 PAR WFL NC (135) 273
12 HOUSE LEFT FILL S4 PAR WFL NC (135) 273
13 HIDING MSR S4-19° R60 (143) 272
University of Nebraska-Lincoln / Lightwright 6 BALCONY LADDER STAGE RIGHT thru BALCONY
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HAMLET FINAL.lw6
3/16/17
Hamlet
COVE
U# Purpose Instrument Type Color Gobo Chan Dim
1 SL P FRONT S4-26° L201+R132 (25) 197
2 CONFESSIONAL DOOR S4-19° R02+R132 (160) 196
3 F FRONT S4-26° L201+R132 (6) 195
4 LADDER FRONT S4-26° R02 (161) 194
5 H FRONT S4-19° L201+R132 (8) 193
6 SR P FRONT S4-26° L201+R132 (27) 192
7 SPIRAL STAIR FRONT S4-26° L201+R132 (26) 191
8 HAMLET DYING ISO S4-19° R53 (146) 190
9 SL P FRONT S4-26° L206+R132 (21) 188
10 H FRONT S4-19° L206+R132 (18) 187
11 SPIRAL STAIRCASE FRONT S4-26° R02+R132 (162) 185
12 F FRONT S4-26° L206+R132 (16) 184
13 SR P FRONT S4-26° L206+132 (23) 180
14 SPIRAL STAIR FRONT S4-26° L206+R132 (22) 179
University of Nebraska-Lincoln / Lightwright 6 COVE
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Instrument Schedule Page 4 of 11
HAMLET FINAL.lw6
3/16/17
Hamlet
BOX BOOM STAGE LEFT
U# Purpose Instrument Type Color Gobo Chan Dim
1 GHOST EFFECTS MAC Quantum Profile (172) 209
2 HOUSE FILL S4 PAR WFL NC (133) 199
3 A FRONT FILL S4 PAR WFL R02 (36) 198
4 NUN BOX S4-19° L206+R132 (165) 205
5 NUN BOX S4-19° L206+R132 (164) 204
6 CHURCH BOX S4-36° L205+R119 (41) 200
7 CHURCH BOX S4-36° L205+R119 (40) 201
8 HAMLET BOX S4-36° R53+R119 (51) 207
9 HAMLET BOX S4-36° R53+R119 (50) 206
10 GHOST SCROLL BOX S4-36° R119 (61) 203
11 GHOST SCROLL BOX S4-36° R119 (60) 202
BOX BOOM STAGE RIGHT
U# Purpose Instrument Type Color Gobo Chan Dim
1 GHOST EFFECTS MAC Quantum Profile (173) 223
2 E FRONT FILL S4 PAR WFL R02 (37) 222
3 HOUSE FILL S4 PAR WFL NC (138) 221
4 NUN BOX S4-26° L206+R132 (166) 220
5 NUN BOX S4-19° L206+R132 (167) 219
6 CHURCH BOX S4-36° L205+R119 (46) 213
7 CHURCH BOX S4-36° L205+R119 (45) 214
8 HAMLET BOX S4-36° R53+R119 (56) 215
9 HAMLET BOX S4-36° R53+R119 (55) 216
10 GHOST SCROLL BOX S4-36° R119 (66) 217
11 GHOST SCROLL BOX S4-36° R119 (65) 218
University of Nebraska-Lincoln / Lightwright 6 BOX BOOM STAGE LEFT thru BOX BOOM STAGE
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HAMLET FINAL.lw6
3/16/17
Hamlet
SPLAY 2 STAGE LEFT
U# Purpose Instrument Type Color Gobo Chan Dim
1 A FILL S4 PAR WFL R02 (30) 150
2 BOOKCASE HIGHLIGHT
WARM
S4 PAR WFL R302 (110) 153
3 BOOKCASE HIGHLIGHT
COOL
S4 PAR WFL R60 (120) 152
4 BOOKCASE HIGHLIGHT
WARM
S4 PAR WFL R302 (111) 149
5 BOOKCASE HIGHLIGHT
COOL
S4 PAR WFL R60 (121) 151
SPLAY 2 STAGE RIGHT
U# Purpose Instrument Type Color Gobo Chan Dim
1 E FILL S4 PAR WFL R02 (31) 134
2 BOOKCASE HIGHLIGHT
WARM
S4 PAR WFL R302 (113) 133
3 BOOKCASE HIGHLIGHT
COOL
S4 PAR WFL R60 (123) 135
4 SPIRAL STAIR FILL S4 PAR WFL R02 (34) 132
5 SR P FILL S4 PAR WFL R02 (34) 132
6 BOOKCASE HIGHLIGHT
WARM
S4 PAR WFL R302 (114) 131
7 BOOKCASE HIGHLIGHT
COOL
S4 PAR WFL R60 (124) 130
SPLAY 1 STAGE LEFT
U# Purpose Instrument Type Color Gobo Chan Dim
1 SL P FILL S4 PAR WFL R02 (33) 142
2 BOOKCASE HIGHLIGHT
WARM
S4 PAR WFL R302 (112) 144
3 BOOKCASE HIGHLIGHT
COOL
S4 PAR WFL R60 (122) 143
University of Nebraska-Lincoln / Lightwright 6 SPLAY 2 STAGE LEFT thru SPLAY 1 STAGE LEFT
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HAMLET FINAL.lw6
3/16/17
Hamlet
SPLAY 1 STAGE RIGHT
U# Purpose Instrument Type Color Gobo Chan Dim
4 USR P FILL S4 PAR WFL R02 (35) 136
5 BOOKCASE HIGHLIGHT
WARM
S4 PAR WFL R302 (116) 137
6 BOOKCASE HIGHLIGHT
COOL
S4 PAR WFL R60 (126) 138
APRON PIPE
U# Purpose Instrument Type Color Gobo Chan Dim
1 STATUE 1 HIGHLIGHT S4 PAR WFL G870 (100) 230
2 STATUE 2 HIGHLIGHT S4 PAR WFL G870 (101) 229
3 BACKLIGHT MAC Aura (70) 228
4 BACKLIGHT MAC Aura (71) 228
5 BACKLIGHT MAC Aura (72) 227
6 BACKLIGHT MAC Aura (73) 227
7 STATUE 3 HIGHLIGHT S4 PAR WFL G870 (102) 226
8 STATUE 4 HIGHLIGHT S4 PAR WFL G870 (103) 225
PROSCENIUM BOOM STAGE LEFT
U# Purpose Instrument Type Color Gobo Chan Dim
1 HALLWAY FILL S4-50° R02+R132 (38) 54
2 MID CHURCH BOX S4-50° L205+R132 (42) 53
3 MID HAMLET BOX S4-50° R53+R132 (52) 52
4 MID GHOST SCROLL BOX S4-50° R132 (62) 51
University of Nebraska-Lincoln / Lightwright 6 SPLAY 1 STAGE RIGHT thru PROSCENIUM BOOM
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HAMLET FINAL.lw6
3/16/17
Hamlet
PROSCENIUM BOOM STAGE RIGHT
U# Purpose Instrument Type Color Gobo Chan Dim
1 HALLWAY FILL S4-50° R02+R132 (39) 236
2 MID CHURCH BOX S4-50° L205+R132 (47) 235
3 MID HAMLET BOX S4-50° R53+R132 (57) 234
4 MID GHOST SCROLL BOX S4-50° R132 (67) 233
1st ELECTRIC
U# Purpose Instrument Type Color Gobo Chan Dim
1 PETALS HIGHLIGHT S4-50° R51 (150) 2
2 SL WALL HIGHLIGHT SS-Cyc 100 (201) 232
3 SR WALL HIGHLIGHT SS-Cyc 100 (202) 232
4 PETALS HIGHLIGHT S4-50° R51 (151) 1
University of Nebraska-Lincoln / Lightwright 6 PROSCENIUM BOOM STAGE RIGHT thru 1st
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HAMLET FINAL.lw6
3/16/17
Hamlet
2nd ELECTRIC
U# Purpose Instrument Type Color Gobo Chan Dim
1 BACKLIGHT MAC Aura (74) 8
2 DAY WINDOW GOBO
SPIRAL STAIRCASE
S4-26° R09 77124 (83) 10
3 NIGHT WINDOW GOBO
SPIRAL STAIRCASE
S4-26° R74 77124 (88) 11
4 DUSK WINDOW GOBO
SPIRAL STAIRCASE
S4-26° R17 77124 (93) 12
5 BACKLIGHT MAC Aura (75) 13
6 BACKLIGHT MAC Aura (76) 18
7 DUSK WINDOW GOBO
CONFESSIONAL
S4-26° R17 77124 (94) 19
8 NIGHT WINDOW GOBO
CONFESSIONAL
S4-26° R74 77124 (89) 20
9 DAY WINDOW GOBO
CONFESSIONAL
S4-26° R09 77124 (84) 21
10 BACKLIGHT MAC Aura (77) 23
11 BOOKCASE DOOR
BACKLIGHT
S4-26° L201 (145) 24
3rd ELECTRIC
U# Purpose Instrument Type Color Gobo Chan Dim
1 SL WINDOW TEXTURE S4-50° NC 77100 (95) 31
2 SL WINDOW DAY S4-50° R09 (80) 32
3 SL WINDOW NIGHT S4-50° R74 (85) 33
4 SL WINDOW DUSK S4-50° R17 (90) 34
5 SR WINDOW DUSK S4-50° R17 (92) 45
6 SR WINDOW NIGHT S4-50° R74 (87) 46
7 SR WINDOW DAY S4-50° R09 (82) 47
8 SR WINDOW TEXTURE S4-50° NC 77100 (97) 48
University of Nebraska-Lincoln / Lightwright 6 2nd ELECTRIC thru 3rd ELECTRIC
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HAMLET FINAL.lw6
3/16/17
Hamlet
4th ELECTRIC
U# Purpose Instrument Type Color Gobo Chan Dim
1 C WINDOW DUSK S4-50° R17 (91) 259
2 C WINDOW NIGHT S4-50° R74 (86) 258
3 STAINED GLASS MOMENT S4-50° G870 (99) 257
4 C WINDOW DAY S4-50° R09 (81) 256
5 C WINDOW TEXTURE S4-50° NC 77100 (96) 255
BOOM STAGE LEFT
U# Purpose Instrument Type Color Gobo Chan Dim
1 GRAVE DIGGER LANE S4-50° R351+R119 (157) 66
2 US CHURCH BOX S4-50° L205 (43) 65
3 US HAMLET BOX S4-50° R53 (53) 64
4 US GHOST SCROLL BOX S4-50° R132 (63) 61
BOOM STAGE RIGHT
U# Purpose Instrument Type Color Gobo Chan Dim
1 GRAVE DIGGER LANE S4-50° R351+R119 (158) 243
2 US CHURCH BOX S4-50° L205 (48) 244
3 US HAMLET BOX S4-50° R53 (58) 245
4 US GHOST SCROLL BOX S4-50° R132 (68) 246
University of Nebraska-Lincoln / Lightwright 6 4th ELECTRIC thru BOOM STAGE RIGHT
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HAMLET FINAL.lw6
3/16/17
Hamlet
SET
U# Purpose Instrument Type Color Gobo Chan Dim
5 CONFESSIONAL FRONT LED WwCw (147) 58
6 CONFESSIONAL BACK 3" Fresnel L201 (148) 145
7 RADIO Practical R116 (129) 147
8 STATUE EYES SL LED RGB (105) 56
9 STATUE EYES SL LED RGB (105) 56
10 STATUE EYES SR LED RGB (106) 237
11 STATUE EYES SR LED RGB (106) 237
12 I FRONT S4 PARNel L201 (9) 146
13 I FRONT S4 PARNel L206 (19) 139
FLOOR
U# Purpose Instrument Type Color Gobo Chan Dim
1 TRAP EFFECTS MAC Quantum Profile (174) 62
2 TRAP EFFECTS MAC Quantum Profile (175) 248
7 FOG Martin Jem (178) 7
15 HAZE Practical (177) 105
TRAP
U# Purpose Instrument Type Color Gobo Chan Dim
14 OPHELIA'S WATER Ropelight BLUE (154) 103
APRON
U# Purpose Instrument Type Color Gobo Chan Dim
LANTERN 2nd LAMP Practical (184) 141
LANTERN 2nd LAMP Practical (185) 57
3 LANTERN 1st LAMP Practical (184) 55
4 LANTERN 1st LAMP Practical (185) 140
University of Nebraska-Lincoln / Lightwright 6 SET thru APRON
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HAMLET FINAL.lw6
3/16/17
Hamlet
HOUSE
U# Purpose Instrument Type Color Gobo Chan Dim
BALCONY LEVEL HOUSE (212) 284
BALCONY LEVEL HOUSE (212) 286
LOWER LEVEL HOUSE (211) 287
DOWN HOUSE (210) 282
LANTERN 2nd LAMP Practical (181) 178
LANTERN 2nd LAMP Practical (180) 186
1 LANTERN 1st LAMP Practical (180) 189
2 LANTERN 1st LAMP Practical (181) 177
University of Nebraska-Lincoln / Lightwright 6 HOUSE
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Figure C12. Hamlet Magic sheet. 
??????????????????? ????????? ?
??????????????????? ????????? ?
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Designed by Maxx Finn
Hamlet 
Light Cue Sheet
1
November 17 2016
Cue # Page # When Notes
5 - *Preshow Preshow
5.1 - *Disturbance 1 - entrance Disturbance 1 - Radio
5.2 - *Disturbance 1 - exit Disturbance 1 - Radio out
5.3 - *Disturbance 2 - entrance Disturbance 2 - Radio
5.4 - *Disturbance 2 - exit Disturbance 2 - Radio out
5.5 - *Disturbance 3 - entrance Disturbance 3 - Radio
5.6 - *Disturbance 3 - exit Disturbance 3 - Radio out
10 - *Hymns precession house right House right aisle
12 - *Visual precession on stage House right aisle out
14 1 "Friends, family, we are…" House out
16 2 *End of a capella Radio
18 2 *Sound fills house Transition into school world
20 3 *Visual enter confessional Confessional backlight
20.1 3 *Visual leave confessional Confessional backlight out
22 3 *Nun smacks table All kneeling downstage
24 3 *Visual Nun on stage Nun back on stage
26 3 "Who's there?" Flashing lanterns - effect
26.1 3 Follow - Effect stop
28 3 "Who's there?" Big flashing lanterns - effect
30 3 Follow - Transition into Hamlet 
38 5 "Peace, breake thee of" Radio and Confessional Back
40 5 Follow - 1  Ghost
42 6 "Tis gone" Restore Night
44 7 "finde him most conueniently" Time change transition - Day
44.1 10 *Visual Hamlet stands DSR special out
45 12 *Visual Hamlet/Horatio sit DSC special
45.1 13 *Visual Hamlet/Horatio stand DSC special out
46 19 "I shall obey my Lord" Night transition
50 19 "Held his won't to walke" Radio and Confessional Back
50.5 19 Follow - 2 Ghost
50.6 19 Follow - fog at 20%
52 21 "Ile follow thee" Restore Night
54 21 "Nay, let's follow him" 3 - Ghost and Radio
54.1 21 Follow - fog at 20%
60 24 "Hamlet: remember me" Restore Night
62 24 "smiling damned villaine!" House right aisle
64 24 *Visual Horatio/Marcellus on stage House right aisle out
68 26 "vpon my sword, Indeed" Ghost confessional pulse
68.5 26 Follow - pulse out
70 26 "Sweare by my sword" Ghost confessional pulse
70.5 26 Follow - pulse out
72 27 "neede helpe you: Sweare" Ghost confessional pulse
72.5 27 Follow - pulse out
Figure C13. Hamlet light cue sheets. 
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Designed by Maxx Finn
Hamlet 
Light Cue Sheet
2
November 17 2016
Cue # Page # When Notes
74 27 "come let's goe together" Transition Day
76 43 "Tale to Dido of Pyrrhus?" Player Theatrical
78 43 "As low as to the Fiends." Restore Day
78.5 43 Follow - Movers setup
79 43 Follow - 3:00 transition to dusk
80 56 "the Hoby-horse is forgot" Play within a play
82 59 "mischance betweene vs twaine" Play within a play break
83 59 Follow - Movers setup
84 60 "bellow for Reuenge." Play within a play part 2
86 61 "giue me some light. away." Restore Night
90 65 "Thankes deere my Lord." Stained glass moment
92 67 "Heaven" 4 - Ghost
98 67 *Scream after Claudius last line Black Out
99 67 *4 counts into scream Eyes out
100 67 *Visual stage is clear INTERMISSION
102 67 House to half House 1/2
104 67 House out Black Out
110 67 *Visual Gertrude/Polonius on stage Lights up - Day
114 71 "no more" Radio
116 71 Follow - 5 Ghost
116.1 71 Follow - fog at 20%
118 72 "now out at the portall" Restore Day
122 76 "full of discord and dismay." Straight jacket chase
126 80 "my ioyes were ne're begun" Restore Day
128 81 *Visual Ophelia enters Ophelia's Back
130 83 *Visual Ophelia exits Restore Day
134 86 *Visual Ophelia enters Ophelia's Back
136 87 *Visual Ophelia on stage right stair House left aisle
138 87 *Visual Ophelia exits Restore Day
140 88 *Visual Ophelia enters - House left Ophelia's Back
142 88 *Visual Ophelia on stage House left aisle out
144 89 *Visual Horatio exits Ophelia's Beautiful Breakdown
146 89 "How should I your true loue" Ophelia's suicide song
148 89 *With petal drop Petals falling
150 90 *Gertruse scream House right aisle
152 90 *Visual Gertrude on stage House right aisle out
154 90 *Visual Claudius/Laertes House right aisle
156 90 *Visual Claudius/Laertes on stage House right aisle out
157 91 With trap opening Pull focus DS - trap opening
160 92 "Therefore let's follow" Transition into Grave
164 92 *Visual Clowne enter from trap Grave
165 92 Follow - Grave Digger DS
165.5 *Visual Horatio in house House left aisle
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Designed by Maxx Finn
Hamlet 
Light Cue Sheet
3
November 17 2016
Cue # Page # When Notes
165.6 Follow - House left aisle out
166 97 *Visual procession in house House right aisle
167 97 *Visual procession on stage House right aisle out
170 101 "patience our proceeding be." Restore Day
172 112 "Angels sing thee to thy rest" Transition into school world
176 112 *Visual Ophelia enters Narrow in
180 112 *End of song Isolation - Linger
182 113 Follow - Black Out
184 *Visual Ophelia/Hamlet standing Curtain call
186 *Cast turns to exit House Up
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Designed by Maxx Finn
Hamlet
Haze Cue Sheet
4
November 17 2016
Cue # Page # Notes
WITH CUE 30 3 HAZE AT 60%
WITH CUE 40 5 HAZE AT 75%
WITH CUE 42 6 HAZE AT 50%
WITH CUE 50 19 HAZE AT 75%
WITH CUE 60 24 HAZE AT 50%
WITH CUE 92 67 HAZE AT 0%
WITH CUE 110 67 HAZE AT 60%
WITH CUE 116 71 HAZE AT 75%
WITH CUE 118 72 HAZE AT 60%
WITH CUE 160 92 HAZE AT 50%
WITH CUE 172 112 HAZE AT 0%
Figure C14. Hamlet haze cue sheet. 
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Designed by Maxx Finn
Hamlet 
Low-Lying Fog Cue Sheet
5
November 17 2016
Cue # Page # Notes
WITH CUE 160 90 Rosco Cold Flow at full
WITH CUE 164 92 Rosco Cold Flow at 50%
*Hamlet Enters 95 Rosco Cold Flow out
Figure C15. Hamlet low-lying fog cue sheet. 
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Appendix D: Production Photos 
Figure D1. The general light cue for the Catholic school. Photo by Kaitlyn Peterson. 
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Figure D2. The general lighting look for the world of Hamlet. Photo by Kaitlyn Peterson. 
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Figure D3. Claudius praying at the altar, also known as the stained glass moment light cue. 
Photo by Kaitlyn Peterson. 
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Figure D4. The look for Ophelia’s suicide. Photo by Kaitlyn Peterson. 
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Figure D5. The look for the gravedigger scene. Photo by Kaitlyn Peterson. 
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Figure D6. The look for the final fight resulting in Hamlet’s death. Photo by Kaitlyn 
Peterson. 
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Figure D7. The look for the end of the play where O greets H in the afterlife. Photo by 
Kaitlyn Peterson. 
